Real Estate & REIT Modeling:
– Quiz Questions
Module 5 – Real Estate & REIT Valuation
1. Which of the following criteria listed below would you NOT use to select public comps
when valuing an equity REIT?
a. Total Revenue.
b. Funds from Operations.
c. EBITDA.
d. Adjusted Funds from Operations.
e. Net Operating Income.
f. Gross Real Estate Assets.

2. When reviewing public comps for REITs, which of the following metrics and multiples are
likely to be correlated in the analysis?
a. Equity Value and NOI.
b. Equity Value / FFO and FFO growth rates.
c. Book Cap Rates and FFO and AFFO multiples.
d. Equity Value / FFO and the Gross Real Estate Assets growth rate.
e. Cap Rate Implied by Stock Price and FFO or AFFO growth rates.
f. NOI Margins and Equity Value / FFO.
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3. As shown in the example below, most REITs do disclose Funds from Operations (FFO) in
their filings and show how they calculate it:

Can you simply use these FFO numbers as‐is in a public comps analysis when using this
REIT as one of the comparable public companies?
a. Yes.
b. No.
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4. Normally in a precedent transactions analysis, you should NOT mix acquisitions for 100%
of companies with asset sales or minority stake acquisitions. Why might you see such a
mix of deals in a REIT precedent transactions analysis, despite this rule of thumb?
a. Because while FFO and AFFO would not be meaningful for asset deals, you could still
calculate the Implied Cap Rate for both REIT‐to‐REIT M&A deals and asset deals.
b. Because REITs are just portfolios of real estate properties, so all the same metrics
and multiples can be used to value both individual assets and entire REITs.
c. Because the presence of Redeemable Noncontrolling Interests for many REITs allows
you to normalize between different deal types more easily.
d. Because there are very few publicly traded REITs and there may be minimal REIT‐to‐
REIT M&A deal activity each year – so you might have to look at asset deals so you
can include more than 1 or 2 transactions in the set.
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5. Which of the following statements are TRUE regarding the underlying theory and
mechanics of a Net Asset Value (NAV) model for REITs?
a. A NAV model is a form of relative valuation analysis for REITs.
b. The underlying idea is that local, private markets price real estate assets more
quickly than the public markets, so you can use going rates in these local markets to
determine if an entire REIT is priced correctly.
c. A NAV model assumes that a REIT’s assets will eventually “wear down” and that its
revenue will fall to $0 – you project out decades into the future until that happens
and then determine the NPV of cash flows in between.
d. In the NAV model, you apply Cap Rate(s) to the entire REIT’s NOI, or to segments of
the REIT’s NOI, and you then use those to determine what its real estate‐related
assets may be worth.
e. In addition to valuing the REIT’s real estate assets, you also add in the value of its
other assets and subtract its liabilities to calculate the Net Asset Value.

6. Please consider the screenshot below, which depicts the beginning portion of a NAV
model for a REIT:
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As you can see in this screenshot, we are applying a single Cap Rate to the forward NOI of
the REIT’s entire portfolio.
While this method isn’t “wrong,” we would like to make the analysis more complex by
applying different Cap Rates to different segments of the REIT’s business. Which of the
following steps represent the BEST ways to do this, for both the Income Statement and
Balance Sheet line items?
a. Segment the NOI by region and apply different Cap Rates based on the local
property markets and trends there.
b. Split out the NOI by business segment (e.g. Same‐Store, Acquisitions, Development,
and Dispositions) and apply different Cap Rates based on what properties in those
different business segments are worth.
c. Split out the rest of the Assets and Liabilities, including Other Real Estate Assets, by
geography or business segment, and adjust the value of each line item separately.
d. Even if you split the NOI into different segments, still keep the Assets and Liabilities
grouped together, as shown in the screenshot above.

7. In the screenshot above, note how we’re using a 20% Cap Rate for the Management Fees,
but only a 6% Cap Rate for the Property NOI. Why are we assuming a much higher Cap
Rate for the Management Fees?
a. Because they’re significantly more valuable than the property NOI and less subject
to market fluctuations.
b. Because the Management Fees are cancellable and therefore less predictable than
rental income, so they will inevitably be valued at a lower multiple.
c. This is an error and highly unusual – we should be assuming much more similar Cap
Rates for both income sources.
d. It’s not 100% clear from this screenshot, but in all likelihood the Management Fees
were derived from a geography where properties and the fees associated with
managing them were worth much less.
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8. Please review the screenshot below, which shows the next step of this NAV model:
adjusting the values of several other assets on this REIT’s Balance Sheet.

Currently, we are assuming that “Investments in Equity Interests” are worth 100% of their
Balance Sheet value. What’s the MOST likely reason why we might assume they are worth
LESS than that?
a. If the NOI from these Equity Interests has already been included in the NOI from the
previous step – where we applied a Cap Rate to it – then we should assume these
Equity Interests are worth $0 to avoid double‐counting them.
b. The true market value of Equity Interests is almost always less than what’s recorded
on the Balance Sheet because they almost always represent publicly traded entities.
c. You need to apply a liquidity discount to Equity Interests because it’s very difficult to
sell these interests, especially if the ownership percentage is above 20%.
d. We need to do this because Investments in Equity Interests on the Balance Sheet
represent 100% of the value of the underlying entities, but the REIT owns a much
smaller portion of each entity.
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9. Why is there a line item for the Benefit of Tax‐Exempt Debt for this REIT? After all, REITs
do not pay corporate taxes, so how could tax‐exempt debt possibly benefit them?
a. It only benefits the REIT if the requirements to maintain REIT status are not
maintained and it ends up owing corporate taxes as a result.
b. It may benefit the REIT because, as shown above, this tax‐exempt debt is actually an
ASSET – in other words, debt that the REIT has invested in and is earning interest on
– and since it’s tax‐exempt, the issuer can pay a higher interest rate.
c. While REITs may not pay traditional federal corporate taxes, they may still have to
pay state/local taxes and other fees associated with the debt – so a tax‐exempt bond
could still save them something.
d. None of the above – this is not a real line item that applies to all REITs, but just
something we inserted for teaching purposes.
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10. Please see the screenshot below, which shows the next and final step in this process of
calculating NAV for an equity REIT:

Which of the following statements is TRUE regarding how Redeemable Noncontrolling
Interest factor into the NAV calculation?
a. Redeemable NCI should ALWAYS be included with the other Liabilities, and then
subtracted from the Total Market Value of Assets when calculating Net Asset Value.
b. Redeemable NCI should ALWAYS be excluded completely when calculating Net Asset
Value.
c. The proper treatment of Redeemable NCI in a NAV model depends on how the
Operating Partnership (OP) Units are treated in the diluted shares calculation.
d. None of the above – there is no separate treatment for Redeemable NCI in a NAV
model since they are already counted within Noncontrolling Interests in the Equity
section of the Balance Sheet.
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11. As you can see in the screenshot above, this REIT currently trades at a 35.8% premium to
its NAV Per Share. There is a premium over the next 4 years as well. What does this tell
you about the REIT’s valuation?
a. It’s overvalued since the market is valuing the REIT well‐above its intrinsic value.
b. The REIT may be overvalued, but it’s hard to tell just based on this one figure – other
factors may explain why it’s valued at a premium.
c. It depends on what the rest of the REITs in our set of public comps are trading at – if
they’re all valued at 30‐40% premiums to intrinsic value, this one may not
necessarily be overvalued.
d. Something may be wrong with the assumptions in the NAV analysis since,
historically, REITs have never traded outside of a 20% discount or premium to NAV
Per Share.
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12. Which of the followings statements regarding the Discounted Cash Flow (DCF) analysis
and Dividend Discount Model (DDM) for equity REITs are TRUE?
a. A Levered FCF (Free Cash Flow to Equity) analysis is often more relevant for a REIT
than an Unlevered FCF analysis, given its capital structure and the importance of
debt.
b. You will typically calculate the Terminal Value based on an EV / EBITDA multiple,
simply because that’s the standard method used in any DCF analysis.
c. A Levered DCF and a Dividend Discount Model will often produce very similar values
for an equity REIT because it issues most of its available Free Cash Flow in the form
of dividends.
d. Since you always have to project changes in cash and debt and the net interest
expense in an operating model for an equity REIT, you can simply link in all the
figures as‐is in a Levered DCF analysis, regardless of whether you assume that “debt
repayments” are comprised only of mandatory debt repayments, mandatory +
optional debt repayments, or net debt repayments.
e. Just as with the Dividend Discount Model used for financial institutions such as
commercial banks, equity REITs must maintain a minimum level of regulatory capital
and you must factor this in when projecting dividends issued.
f. A Levered DCF and Dividend Discount Model are more likely to produce similar
values than an Unlevered DCF and Dividend Discount Model.
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13. Which of the following statements represent TRADE‐OFFS of the Net Asset Value (NAV)
model for an equity REIT compared to the Dividend Discount Model (DDM)?
a. The NAV model is less dependent on future assumptions because you only use the
12‐month forward‐NOI and management fee income, plus the current Balance Sheet
values – as opposed to a DDM, where 5‐year projections are often used.
b. The NAV model is not dependent on future assumptions at all, since you can also
simply use the 12‐month trailing NOI instead of the forward NOI.
c. While the NAV model is arguably more grounded in reality, it also requires more
upfront data gathering because you have to use accurate Cap Rates.
d. In a DDM, it’s much easier to determine the proper discount rate and terminal
multiple and/or long‐term growth rate than it is to determine the proper Cap Rate(s)
in a NAV model.
e. One advantage of the NAV model is that most of a REIT’s value will come directly
from what’s on its current Balance Sheet, as opposed to a DDM where much of the
value will come from the Present Value of the Terminal Value.

14. Normally in a DCF analysis, you will use either Cost of Equity or WACC for the discount
rate depending on whether it is a Levered or Unlevered analysis. Would you expect Cost
of Equity and WACC to be more DIFFERENT or CLOSER TOGETHER for equity REITs, as
compared to normal companies?
a. They will be more different for normal companies, since Cost of Equity for a REIT
already factors in the risk of debt – but it may not do so for normal companies.
b. They will be more different for normal companies, since normal companies tend to
carry less debt as a percentage of their total capital structures.
c. They will be more different for REITs, since REITs always tend to have a high
percentage of debt in their capital structures.
d. It’s impossible to answer this question because WACC is meaningless for REITs – you
can only calculate Cost of Equity since their operational activities cannot be
separated from their financing activities.
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15. Which of the following statements are TRUE regarding how you might use a replacement
cost analysis when valuing a property?
a. The replacement cost analysis allows you to determine if the property’s asking price
is in‐line with what it would cost to rebuild the property from scratch.
b. It allows you to work backwards to calculate the rent you would need to charge to
achieve your targeted “yield on cost.”
c. It allows you to determine the NOI margin or vacancy rate required to achieve your
targeted yield.
d. None of the above – replacement cost analysis is not meaningful for individual
properties and should only be used for entire REITs.
e. Since the replacement cost analysis is based on the actual price required to
reconstruct a building, it’s therefore more reliable than methodologies such as Cap
Rates, the NAV model, or the DCF analysis.
f. The replacement cost analysis is often used as a “sanity check” in real estate
valuation, as opposed to a primary methodology you rely on to value assets.
16. Which of the following statements are TRUE regarding how you could use the
replacement cost methodology for entire REITs, as opposed to individual properties?
a. You can sum up the replacement costs for the REIT’s property portfolio and compare
that to the book value of the REIT’s gross real estate operating assets.
b. You can use replacement cost to work backwards to calculate what the REIT itself
would cost to “replicate.”
c. While construction costs for individual properties vary a lot, making the replacement
cost method less reliable there, it is more reliable for REITs since you are aggregating
replacement costs across a portfolio of hundreds or thousands of properties.
d. It could be used as a “sanity check” for public comps, precedent transactions, and
the NAV and DCF/DDM analyses.
e. Replacement cost is even more grounded in reality than a NAV model for REITs,
since it is not at all dependent on future assumptions.
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